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B   G to bring Skulldug! to life with her artwork, we were making all of the assets 
ourselves. Try to see how many cards you can recognize from the final game!



“I     on styles before jumping in on doing 
the actual art. A lot of it was looking at games and other 
things (general aesthetics, cartoons, etc) that we thought 
were appropriate (read: cool), and I tried them all out on the 
same pieces of game art so that we could compare and 
contrast and see what we liked.
“e“ere was an initial idea of everything looking like it was 
scribbled into an adventurer's notebook, which I thought 
was kind of clever, but that ended up taking some of the 
color out of everything. We did keep some of that thought 
in the minicard layout, though, with the information being 
wrien on a lile book.
“e final art end“e final art ended up being 
a mixture of my own style and 
what we called "Animated 
Indy," referencing a series of 
pictures drawn by Patrick 
Schoenmaker. He'd done a few 
things depicting cartoon 
Indiana Jones characteIndiana Jones characters that 
had this really appealing 
Saturday morning aesthetic that was fun without being too 
childish. And anyway, bits and pieces of Skulldug! are quite 
like an animated adventure cartoon, you could say. I think it 
works great for a lighthearted rat race type of game, and I'm 
glad we went this route.”

- Ghia Mercado
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W    as many different aspects of pulp adventure as we could with our faction 
designs, with brave Adventurers, dastardly Henchmen, mysterious government Suits, and so on. We 
also tried to cra a diverse selection of characters from the start, so that every player might have a 
character with whom they identified that might become their favorite.

Once Ghia joined the project, she turned our crude pixel 
drawings into a series of sketches, from which we could 
refine our vision of each character into their final versions.
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SKULLDUG!   than 60 unique 
minicards, featuring a wide array of equipment, 
treasures, traps, and monsters. Each of these 
needed a piece of art that was distinct, dynamic, 
and conveyed the game’s sly sense of humor all 
at once.

As with the character As with the character portraits, Ghia created 
three sketches for each minicard, which we used 
to hone in on our favorite elements to include in 
the polished artwork.

While While we had a good idea of what we were 
aiming for with most of the designs, the more 
abstract concepts (such as Mimic Stone) oen 
had dramatically different sketches than what 
ended up in the final card art.
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W    that we wanted the box 
to look like a classic pulp adventure novel. 
ose stories usually touted action-packed 
images of the protagonists performing 
various acts of derring do, always rendererd 
in the same dramatically lit, somewhat 
overwrought style of painting.

WWe knew Alix Branwyn could deliver the 
pulpy pop art sensibility we were looking for, 
so we brought her on to work on the box art 
while Ghia focused on the gameplay assets.

WWe wanted the cover to capture some of the major emotional beats of the game, such as the rush of 
dashing towards the exit while clutching a treasure, the thrill of snaring an opponent in a cunning 
trap, and the sinister presence of the many dangers that lurk in the cave. We drew a couple of rough 
layouts to indicate what we were looking for and gave them to Alix, who wisely cut out all the 
extraneous details to focus on the elements that sell those key emotional beats.

e loe logo was designed concurrently with the box art, and was also meant to be reminiscent of the 
bold leerwork that tended to grace the cover of pulp comics and novels. We also wanted to 
incorporate a slight iconographic element to the logo to make it feel a lile more unique. Some of the 
early aempts (such as the skull-shaped U in the far-le sketch below) distracted too much from the 
name of the game (which is already quite hard to read and remember), but the stylized exclamation 
point we ended up on fit the bill perfectly — simple, stylish, and 100% pulp adventure. 
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T   SKULLDUG! has been a hectic, three year gauntlet of design challenges, business 
lessons, and personal growth. We’ve learned so much from so many people along the way, and we 
never could have even started on this crazy journey without the help of so many other people. From 
our closest friends and coworkers to you, the Kickstarter backers who made all this possible — you 
are the real reason that this game exists today. From the boom of our hearts, thank you.

We love you! (Seriously.)
- Jon and Brian
Ruddy GamesRuddy Games
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